4-H Dairy Goat Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. Breed from Africa/England
7. 5 months or 150 days
15. Abbreviation for registered
16. You may need one to start
17. Soft, fluffy hair
19. This brings up the rear
21. Cartoon goats did this a lot
24. Preposition
25. Oats come in it
26. It holds the stanchion lever
28. Need this to tattoo
30. This animal also gives milk
31. Either... ___
32. On the hoof
33. No goat should be this
34. It's ____ nice!
35. Papa goat
38. Measurement of thickness
39. Preposition
40. You don't say
41. Goats' favorite preposition
42. Milking period
44. Need this to milk
46. The real cream
47. These are important for nutrition

Down
1. Science of feeding
3. Near the chest
5. Abbreviation for Advanced Registry
6. This gets stuck out a lot
8. Top of foreleg
9. Most goats have it
10. Permanent mark for registry
11. Pesky insect
12. Preposition
13. Are goat people this??
18. Man's name
20. Musical note
22. Alphabet letter
23. Girl goats
26. One kind of 4-H'er
29. Negative
30. Young horse
33. Nervous ailment
34. Hi-walker
36. Girl's name
37. Very skinny, long fish
38. Often used in feeds
39. Where it's _______
40. Cozy and warm
43. Dog talk
45. First name of “007” author
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